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Click on one of the practice test links below for bonus SAT Vocabulary content (available for print or download): THE BEST PRACTICES PLUS comprehensive strategies for higher scores on set for more than 30 years, Dr. Gary Gruber has been the leading authority on SAT and test preparation. Now the Gruber method delves deeper into SAT prep, providing in-depth analysis
and strategies that are most useful for improving critical thinking skills and test results. The word power you need to increase your score If you could only do one thing to study for the SAT, nothing would prepare you better than to unleash a powerful vocabulary. Once you've mastered the words you need to know, you'll see the test in a whole new light, with questions becoming
easier to tackle and answers popping off the page. Gruber's SAT Word Master is the best guide you can use—with the proven Gruber method to give you the best vocabulary skills for the ace test. The words you are most likely to see on Sat More than 2,300 SAT words-the most of any guide! Prefixes, roots and suffixes that decode more than 200,000 words Exclusive expert tips
on spotting clues and patterns Using the words you know to unlock the words you don't practice tests that show you exactly the strategies you need to master Gary Gruber presents a new guide for students honing their vocabulary for the SAT. With more tools and lists than competitors, this guide goes beyond mere words and definitions to also provide: Prefixes and roots that
denote the same meaning or feeling Commonly confused words The 291 most frequent SAT word 50 vocabulary tests For more than 30 years, Dr. Gary Gruber has been the leading authority on test and test preparation. The Exclusive Gruber Method has helped students raise their SAT score by as much as 600 points. These strategies show students how to think best about
problems and can be used consistently on each test. The most trusted methods: More schools use Dr. Gruber's books for SAT courses than any other SAT books. PBS chose Dr. Gruber to train teachers nationally to improve the nation's SAT score. Sylvan Learning Centers concluded Dr. Gruber exclusively to create and develop national SAT and ACT courses to increase scoring
and critical thinking abilities. WHAT STUDENTS AND PARENTS SAY: In just two hours, you were able to increase my son Lance's SET score by 200 points. Amy Loomis, Mill Valley, CA I've been through almost all the SAT books I can get hold of, and so far the best is Gruber's SAT book. I wish I could have found it earlier. Online review Using Your Books, my score improved so
dramatically that I now anticipate acceptance in schools that I was reluctant to even apply to. Lauren Frascieloo, Princeton, NJ In terms of the breadth and quality of the material offered, the difference between Gruber's and others is quite quite quite In fact, only Gruber's deserves the highest recommendation in SAT preparation. Online review (20110421) Start your review of
Gruber's SAT Word Master: The most effective way to learn the main SAT Vocabulary Words of Abnegate deny or renounce the wretched of the most despicable kind of abeyance temporarily cease or suspend the monkey help or encourage, usually in some misdemeanors abate become less in quantity or intensity abrade rubbing hard or scrub repeal formally abstemious marked
by persistence of indulgence disappears run away , often take something or someone along the acctrial give in to someone's wish or opinion accord assent accost approach and talk to any aggressively or insistent accoutrement accessories or supplemental piece of equipment or clothing to increase by natural growth or addition collect grow by additionally activating put in motion
addendum textual issues that are added to a publication add advance evidence of support for a person That believes and helps to spread a doctrine composing consists of animal fat determined hearing a case and sitting as a judge at the trial of adjunct something added to another thing, but not essential to it ado a great fuss, concern, or fuss adonis a beautiful young man
admirably exaggerated flattery or praise advent arrival that has been expected unintentionally connected by chance and not an integral part pretext a conscious pretext or exaggerated display affiliate join in a social or business relationship prosperity prosperity the advance a deliberate offensive act agape with mouth wide open as in wonder or awe gather a sum of many
heterogeneous things together horrified by fear, anxiety, or consternation agricultural nutrition related to rural issues amalgamate bring or combine together or with something else alluvial in connection with deposits carried by rushing streams ague chills and fever that is symptomatic of malaria alimentary of or provide nourishment alacrity liveliness liveliness and eager painkillers
able to relieve pain amity a state of friendship and cardiac amenable disposed of or willing to adhere to ambuscade the act of hiding yourself and lying in wait to attack by surprise surrounding completely enveloping banned a formal church curse accompanied by banishment glowing characterized by intense feeling waterless without water; especially without water crystallization
ancillary furniture added support animadversion harsh criticism or disapproval animus a sense of ill will awaken active hostility annals a chronological account of events in subsequent years ardently bring to a desired consistency by heating and cooling annuity income from capital investments paid regularly cancel officially abnormal from the general or common order or type of
anon (old or old) in a small, while anoxia severe hypoxia hypoxia by or in conjunction with the period before the biblical flood anterior or near the head end or towards the front plane of a body front room a large entrance or reception area anthropocene similar to humans anticlimax a disappointing decline after an earlier increase antipathy a sense of intense reluctance antipodes in
two places or regions on diametrically opposite sides of the Earth antiquated as extremely old as seems to belong to an earlier period aperture a natural opening in somewhat afasiability to use language due to a brain lesion aforism a short pithy instructive says the apiary a shed, containing a number of hives aplomb great coolness and calm under pressure apocryphal is of
dubious authenticity enpogee the farthest point of a orbit around the Earth apoplexy a loss of consciousness from the lack of oxygen in the brain apostates not believe against religion or lot or cause apothegm a short pithy instructive says apooteosis model of expertise or perfection of some kind of dismay strike with disgust or disgust clothing clothing in general appellation identify
words that someone or something called add fix to; attach apposite is of striking expediency and relevance entrust inform someone of any approbation official acceptance or agreement appurtenance equipment consisting of various articles apropos of an appropriate, fitting, or relevant nature aquiline curved down like an eagle's beak arable able to be bred productive arbitrator
someone chose to convict and decide a contentious issue arbor a frame that supports climbing plants arraign accuse of an incorrect or an inadequate arrears complete and without qualification arrears the state to be behind in payments arroyo a stream or brook artful not straightforward or sincere artifice the use of deception or trickery craftsman a skilled worker, practicing some
trade or craft ascendant tendency or directed upwards at the teachings or discover with confidence assimilate a person who practices self denial as a spiritual discipline attributes attribute or credit to aseptic free of pathological microorganisms askance with suspicion or disapproval asperity hardness way aspersion a derogatory remark assail attacking any physical or emotional
assay a test of a substance to determine its components assiduity great and constant care and attention astringent tendency to pull together or constrict soft organic tissue under into parts or pieces atavistic characteristic of a throwback's shockingly cruel brutal or cruel atrophy a decrease in the size of a body caused by disease or dismain weakened reduced in strength certificate
give evidence of exhaustion the act of rubbing together au cou rant is up to a certain standard or up to date in knowledge promises predict from an august notice deeply honored aural or hearing or ear ear characteristic of dawn auspicier kindly endorsement and guidance autumnal or characteristic of or occurring in autumn aver declare or confirm solemnly and formally as true
averse strongly against aversion a sense of intense reluctance warding itself away or aside avocation an ancillary avoird upupois a system of weights based on 16-ounce pound avuncular creature or associated with an uncle crooked or twisted to one side bacchanalian used by riotously drunk merrymaking badinage frivolous teasing trifle anything of little value or importance
baleful threatening or heralds evil or tragic development balk refuse to comply with balm preparation used externally as a remedy or too soothing balsamically mild and pleasant bandy discuss easily barbaric condition or predisposed to inflict pain or suffering bark a sailing ship with 3 (or more) master baroque in the context of an art and music barrister a British lawyer That speaks
in the higher courts of the law bastion projecting part of a violence or other fortification bauble cheap flashy jewelry or ornamentous humorous vulgar beatitude a state of supreme happiness bedlam a state of extreme confusion and suffering breeding have children begrudge be envious of or feel annoyance at seduce attracting; cause to fall in love addiction under a moral obligation
to any beleaguer annoy persistent bellow make a loud sound, which of an animal benignantly pleasant and beneficial nature or influence bereave deprive through death beset assething or attack on all sides besmirch smear to make dirty or tainted contest stand up on the back of fiancee promised to get married swarm a flock of birds bibulous given to or marked by the
consumption of alcohol every two years occurs every other years of chin is given to or characterized by the consumption of alcohol bilk cheat someone out of, what is due, especially money bivuak temporary living space built by the army for soldiers blandishment flattery intended to persuade blasé nonchalantly carefree blazon the official symbols of a family state, etc. bleary
unconscions or predisposed in sketch blithe carefree and happy and cheerful bluster show bode indicating by signs bog wet spongy ground of decomposing vegetation strength support and strength strength bon mot a witty or wise note bondage the state of being under the control of another person boor a raw uncouth poorly bred person lacking sophistication boreal against or
placed in north conversant well informed about or knowing thoroughly brandish move or swing back and forth cheeky offensively bold uninhibited by convention or decency brigand an armed thief who is (usually) a member of a band brushes react in an insulted angry or way broach opach topic of discussion or associated with bronchi browbeat deter scare with threats or a
dominant way tell or spread rumors brown the bulk, especially of a force or shock brusque rudely abrupt or blunt in speech or way bucolic devoted to raising sheep or cattle buffoon someone who amuses others by ridiculous behavior bugbear an imaginary monster used to scare children bulbously rounded and bulging bulwark a dam built around a room for defensive purposes
bumptious offensively assertive bent anchored a float That marks places in a body of water buoyancy characterized by the livelines and cheerfulness of burgeon grow and bloom burlesque a theatrical entertainment of broad and earthy humor burning polish and make the shiny clique a clique, seeking power usually through the intrigue cache a hidden storage cacophony loudly
confusing unpleasant sounds cadaver of or related to a corpse caesura a break or break in the middle of a verse line disastrous has extremely unfortunate or serious consequences callow young and inexperienced bag-teaching a false accusation of an offense canard a deliberately misleading fabrication sincerity the quality of being honest and straightforward crafty shows selfinterest and cleverness in the context of other canon a body of rules set as valid and basic cant insincere talk about religion or morality canter a smooth three-beat gait canvases get opinions by asking specific questions inclusive in the amount that may be contained capriciously determined by chance or impulse rather than by necessity captious tendency to find and draw attention
to the faults of the spine hard external covers or the case of certain organisms cardinal serves as an essential component careen pitching dangerously to the one side carnage the wild and excessive killing of many people carouse engage in noisy , drunk merrymaking carp raise trivial objections carte blanche complete freedom or authority to trade cartel consortium formed to limit
commercial competition cascade a small waterfall or a series of small waterfalls throw a hereditary social class among Hindus castigate inflict severe punishment on disaster a sudden violent change in the earth's surface cataract disease that involves obscurity of the lens of the eye cathartic emotionally cleansing Catholic extensive or broad-minded in taste and interests caustic
condition to destroy or eat away of chemical action cavalcade a procession of people, who travels on horseback cavalier shows a lack of concern or serious warning against certain actions cavil raise trivial objections cavort play noisy tuberity a rate that is quick celibacy abstain from intercourse censure harsh criticism or disapproval centrifugal tend to move away from the middle
cerebration process of using one's mind to consider some certitude complete security or confidence cessation a halt gets or hurts or as by rubbing chaff material material of seed coatings and pieces of stem fret strong feelings of embarrassment champ chewing noisy charnel cruelly sign of death or dead chary characterized by great caution chaske refrain from illegal sexual
intercourse chastise censure seriously talk personal as opposed to real estate chauvinism fanatical patriotism kerub an angel portrayed as a winged child harassing the use of tricks to deceive someone chide scolding or rebuke seriously or angrily chirry as a grotesque product of the fantasy chirography of beautiful handwriting chivalry attentive and honorable as an ideal knight
choleric characterized by angry churlish have a poor disposition; surly cipher a secret method of writing circuitous deviance from a straight course circumlocution an indirect way to express something bounded draw a geometric figure around another figure careful careful to consider potential consequences and avoid risk clamber climbing awkwardly, as if by scrambling clamor say
or proclaim insistent and noisy clangor a loud resonance repeating noise clarion loud and clear gap a long narrow opening gentleness gentleness and compassion shown towards offenders cliche weather in some places on average over a period of time impact (boxing) a blow with fist (used by hooves) split, shared the coadjutor an assistant to a bishop coffer a coffin especially for
storing valuables cog tooth on the edge of the gear wheel convincingly convincing cogitate consider carefully and deeply cognate related of blood cognizant has or shows knowledge or understanding or realization cognobut the name used to identify members of a family congruent while congregating in proper order collegiate formal conversation praise an official price given as
formal public statement equivalent in size or degree or extent commiserate feel or express sympathy or compassion commodious large and inclusive compact a signed written agreement between two or more parties compendium a publication containing a number of works commiserate satisfied with an error of oneself or one's actions complicity guilt as a Confederate in a crime or
offense a component of individual parts constitutes a major concentric entity to have a joint center concession the act of giving conciliatory winds of good will or cause to be more positively inclined conclave a confidential or secret meeting simultaneously follow or accompany as a consequence the concourse of a wide hallway in a building where people can go condign fitting or
appropriate and deservedly tolerate apology, overlook, or take into account confluence that flows together confused by many conflicting situations or statements congruently similar in character or art conifer of or belonging to or part of trees or shrubs fitted with cones and leaves marital marital the relationship between a wife and a husband's consent agreement on a secret plot
expressing express or state indirect connubial concerning marriage or the relationship between the consanguinity relationship of spouses by means of blood consonant a speaking sound that is not a vocal consort that holds company with constructors that make sense assigning a meaning to contemn look down on with coherent contempt to have a common border or edge
contingent determined by conditions or circumstances that follows in violation, as by rules and laws contretemps an awkward clash of contretemps a contreative feeling or expressing pain or sadness for sins or offenses contumacious willfully stubborn; stubbornly disobedience of rude language intended to offend or hurt contusion, where the skin is not broken convalesce get over a
disease or shock summon meet formally convex curved or bulging exwards something that serves as a means of transport convivial obsessed with or glad of the joy of good company convoke calls together intricate rolled longitudinal on itself coquetry playful behavior intended to arouse sexual interest corona one or more circles of light seen around a luminous object that is
physical and which has material or physical form or substance proof of fat confirmation, proving corrugated board shaped into alternating parallel grooves and combs, shortchanging the group following and participating in an important person who is an exclusive circle of persons with a common purpose of consent to authorize the facial argument the appearance conveyed by a
person's counter-facemand cancel official counterpart to a person or thing that has the same function as another coquettishly influenced shy especially in a playful or provocative way cozen being dishonest with crass as unrefined as being offensive or insensitive craven lacks even rudiments of courage; unspeakably fearful of the mental attitude that something is credible
credaciness tends to believe easily crestfallen brought low in the spirit criterion the ideal in terms of which something can be judged comrade a close friend or associated crotch has a difficult and opposite disposition melting pot a vessel used for high temperature chemical reactions the core the main point crystallize make free of confusion or ambiguity; make clear cudgel a club
used as a weapon cull removing something that has been rejected culminating end, especially to reach a final or climactic stage culprit deserves guilt or censure as being wrong or harmful amorous extreme greed for material wealth slowing down the act of restraining power or action or limiting excess curry give a neat appearance to superficially hasty and without sense of detail;
not thorough cynosure anything that gives guidance dais a platform above the surrounding level dales an open valley in a area dally behaves carelessly or or dank uncomfortably cool and damp dappled garden spots or patches of color daub an unskilled painting lack an insufficient amount or number of failure a sudden and complete disaster debauch corrupt moral or by indescrib
or sensuality debonair has a sophisticated charm decadence the state of being degenerate in mental or moral qualities decanters pour out deciduous caste leaves at the end of the growing season declaim speak against in a passionate way decorum decency in manners and behavior decrepit worn and divided by hard use decry express strong disapproval of inference from the
general to the special defamatory harmful and often untrue; tendency to discredit or malignant reverence polite account of people's emotion lions deprived leaves deceiving bear the cost of glorifying elevate to the position of a God deign do something that one deems to be beneath one's dignity delineate represented accurately or accurately fool be dishonest with deluge a heavy
rain reverential reduce in value or character, usually the politemurly refuse or distance to reverent shy or modest , often in a playful or provocative way denigrate attacking the good name and reputation any denouement the result of a complex sequence of events depilate remove body hair lament expressing strong disapproval of the devotee power to leave an office depraved
deviate from what is considered moral or right or proper advise express strong disapproval of; regrets abandoned someone without a home, job or property mockery treat or talk about with contempt mocking the act of treating with contempt descry spot the drying lacking vitality or spirit; lifeless despoil loot or steal goods despairing without or almost without hope despot a cruel and
oppressive dictator desuetude a state of inactivity or disuse desultory marked by lack of concrete plan, purpose, or enthusiasm détente easing of tensions or strained relations diadem an ornamental jeweled headgear means sovereignty dialectically a contradiction of ideas that determines their interaction diaphanous so thin , to transmit light diatribe thundering verbal attack diction
the manner in which something is expressed in the words dictum an authoritative statement didactically instructive, especially excessively diffident showing modest reserve d decay in a state of decay, ruin, or deterioration delaying time dint force or effort dipsomaniac a person who drinks alcohol to excess habitually dirge a song or hymn of grief as a memorial to a dead person
disorder , especially of clothing and appearance disavow refuses to acknowledge disburse expend , which from a foundation disclaimer denial of any connection with or knowledge of discomfiture anxious embarrassment dissatisfaction cause to feel embarrassment disconsolate beyond comforting; unable to be soothed discountenance look look ufavor about the discourse of
extended communication dealing with some particular subject discretionary power to make choices unhindered by external agencies discrimination the cognitive process of recognizing differences discursive go to a conclusion of reason or argument contempt look down on with contempt discouraged take away enthusiasm disheveled in disarray; extremely disorderly disinter dig up
for reburial or for medical examination dispassionate unaffected by strong feelings or prejudices disputatious shows a propensity to disagree dissemble behaving unnatural or influenced convey cause to become widely known dissent among them, who is expected to cooperate dissident someone who protests against some established politics dis simulate hide feelings from other
people floating uncojointly unbridled by convention or morality dissonant harmonic unresolved proposal to expand as if by internal pressure dither be indecisive or insecure days have a daily cycle or occur every day divers many and different divestments take away possessions from a person divination the art or gift prophecy by supernatural means docile easily handled or
managed doddering mentally or physically infirm with age doff stubbornly removed with stubborn provision dogmatically regarding a code of beliefs accepted as authoritative doldrums a belt of calming between the Atlantic and Pacific trade win dole a share of share of money or food or clothing that has been charitably given doleful filled with or conjure grief dolorous shows grief
dolt a person who is not very bright resident housing that someone lives in dorsal on or near the back of an animal or organ dotage mental infirmity as a result of old age obdurate stubbornly persistent in misdemeanors
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